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Presentation Notes
AA is used globally to improve student retention and generate better outcomes for students In South Africa the call has been taken up to provide high impact Academic Advising to improve student success and engagement with the institution.Student support at the University of Cape Town (UCT) covers a wide range of activities however no overview exists of the structure of Academic Advising at an institutional level or how it aligns to national standards. Here we use data collected for a baseline study on advising practice and compare it against the national guidelines



A UCDP COLLABORATIVE GRANT:  ACADEMIC ADVISING

 Eight institutions working on a national collaborative project on Academic Advising

 DUT, MUT, NMU, SUN, UCT, UFS, UP,  WITS

 Perform a baseline investigation of current institutional Academic Advising

 Expand dedicated institutional capacity for Academic Advising

 Train and develop advisors

 Enable collaborative research on Academic Advising

 Share Academic Advising best practice

 Report and monitor practice

 Participate in a national sharing platform (Academic Advising materials)



THE NATIONAL DEFINITION OF ACADEMIC ADVISING

WHAT: Academic advising is an ongoing and intentional teaching and learning practice that empowers the student in 
their learning development process to explore and align their personal, academic and career goals.

HOW:  It is a shared responsibility between the advisor and advisee that aims to maximise student potential by 
facilitating conceptual understanding, sharing relevant information, and developing a relationship focussed on 
promoting academic success. 

WHY: The envisaged result is that students have a  meaningful academic experience while in higher education and 
feel a sense of belonging to the institution 

AND

To help improve student retention and graduation rates.
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Presentation Notes
We need to understand what AA is, how it should be practiced, and why institutions are offering AA. 



A BASELINE INVESTIGATION OF ADVISING PRACTICES: UCT

 Qualitative Methodology

 Semi-structured interviews: 

 6 Deputy Deans – Undergraduate (faculties) and 2 Careers Advisors (Careers Service)

 Commerce, Engineering & the Built Environment, Health Sciences, Humanities, Law, Science

 Interviews were transcribed 

 Thematic analysis
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A major principle of the national strategy is that any good Academic Advising system must be evidence-based using data to advise students well, evaluate and improve systems and assess impact. In this study we collect qualitative data from six academic faculties and the Career Services at the University of Cape Town on their advising practices. Data collection for this project involved semi-structured interviews of an hour to an hour and a half with Deputy Deans or their representatives from each of UCT’s six academic faculties and two representatives from the Careers Services . Questions focused on advising structures, resourcing, scope, timing and evaluation of practice. Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Using the national definition of Academic Advising and the categories of prescriptive and developmental Advising, the three researchers did preliminary thematic analysis of two faculties each. Subsequently they compared the data in order to extract a list of themes until saturation point was reached. Common themes emerging from their analyses were noted, as well as themes particular to faculties.



RESULTS - GENERAL: UCT 

 There is no guiding definition of Academic Advising for the institution (for advisors or students)

 There is no messaging from the Executive about the importance of Academic Advising and why it matters to the 
student experience

 Academic Advising looks and means different things in different faculties

 Academic Advising is approached very differently in different faculties – there is very little commonality

 There is no understanding or promotion of Academic Advising as a shared responsibility 

 Academic Advising is not valued by staff because the institution does not recognise it (e.g. in Ad Hominem 
promotions)



RESULTS – MORE SPECIFIC: CAREERS SERVICES

 Managing expectations

 Main role is to provide students with information and context and to help them to take whatever the next step 
might be

 Main aim is for students to take responsibility for their own decisions

 Careers Service staff often play a referral role
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Careers Service is a centralised service on campus. It is a standalone unit, so careers advisersare all based in a centralised office, from where they service the whole of the university.The way that consultations are conducted is by first contracting with the student andexploring expectations. Advisers make it clear that they will not tell the student what to do,and that their role is to support students with information and context and to help them totake whatever the next step is for them. This could be finding out more information aboutchanging to another course, or seeing a curriculum adviser, or starting work on their CV orreading or viewing a particular resource.Careers advisers and Career development advisers are appointed according to a set of skills,the most important being experience in a one to one context with students. They also needto have proven experience of dealing with a diverse set of students, and have someknowledge and context of higher education and careers issues within higher education. Allof Career Services’ Advisory staff have either been trained in a coaching method, or arecurrently being coached. Some of the training is also done in house.Career Services staff often play a referral role. Advisers frequently refer students to StudentWellness and to faculty curriculum advisers, because the Careers Service advisers are nottrained counsellors, and are not authorised to inform students about what they can orcannot get credit for in the curriculum. They also refer students to the Financial Aid office ifappropriate.Many students come to the Careers Service because they want to change their degree, orare unhappy with what they are studying. Careers Service advisers realise that students mayhave had some sort of adjustment issues or trauma or are depressed. As advisers they donot claim to diagnose this themselves, but they encourage students to have a holisticapproach to whatever it is they come to Careers Service for.Careers Service’s main aim is for students to take responsibility for their own decisions, andthen to support them in what they decide to do.Core responsibilities of careers advisers are one to one advising, answering questions thatcome in on their webpage and Facebook page, as well as coordinating variouspresentations, workshops, curriculum work and workshops sponsored by employers. Theyalso contribute to resource development that will help students with their queries.In addition the two Payclass 10 advisers run special projects namely UCT Plus (which givescredit for extra curricular work) and the Beyond School project, which is outreach work toschools and training of teachers and youth workers.Induction is done in-house, involving a lot of peer review work. Some advisers havecompleted a career advice and guidance postgraduate certificate from an overseas provider,and staff hired this year will be trained in coaching techniques early next year.Advisers are mentored by the Head of Advisory. All advisers report the Head of Advisory,who is part of the Careers Service’s management team. The Head of Advisory reports to theCareers Service Director.Advisors need to be excellent listeners and communicators, and be very comfortable withdiversity.



RESULTS – MORE SPECIFIC: FACULTIES

 There are some very dedicated Academic Advisors who have done this work for years

 All faculties do and are very good at prescriptive advising; developmental advising is becoming more of “a thing”

 Large numbers of students in quite a few faculties do not actually seem to know why they are here or what they 
are doing here (e.g., why this particular major)

 For most faculties, students do not actually know what they need despite being given a lot of information

 Academic Advising is often a reaction to something having gone wrong



ONGOING? 

 “Academic Advisingreally kicks in around Week 6 - after first tests; advising is around whether or not to remain 
mainstream…”

 Usually "When things go wrong” - to gain exemptions, concessions, credits, or information about these. (SOME) 
students come when they need it, they don't see it as a general resource. 

 “Students do not tend to self-report/seek out advising; they lack the confidence to come forward to say they are 
struggling.”
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In general advising is done on an ad hoc as needed basis or at specific periods of registration, transfer and curriculum changes…. Only one faculty reported that



EXPLORES AND ALIGNS PERSONAL, ACADEMIC AND CAREER GOALS?

 Only a faculty with more course choice tends to provide “mostly technical curriculum planning” and only 
structures “career advice at orientation” 

 Another faculty has a more set curriculum  and so “advisors do a lot of career advising  and often “refer to 
Careers Services”

 Even the most well-structured advising faculty does not provide much advice for “Students who decide to leave 
the faculty  and need about change of direction… Some (staff) doubt as to whether they get good advice 
elsewhere at UCT.”
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There are 2 major facets of AA, prescriptive and developmental. The prescriptive deals with rulesand regulations around completing a major, getting a degree, graduation etc. In general, thefaculties do this very well. They all use academic staff for this process. This is the positive. Thenegative is that many academic staff feel that this is a thankless job, it detracts from research timeand is not recognised for promotion, there is also quite a bit of variation in compensation and therules of engagement across faculties.In general the concept of advising at the faculty level appears to largely fall within the scope of curriculum choice and design. So its more prescriptive. While one faculty ….It is clear that apart from the careers service which appears to have a strong curriculum to their advising practice what happens at the faculty level is highly variable and the quality of advising around  the exploration and alignment of goals differs depending on which singular advisor a student approaches.Advising at UCT then is not  an ongoing and intentional teaching and learning practice that empowers the student in their learning development process to explore and align their personal, academic and career goals



EMPOWERS STUDENT LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT?

 A lot of Academic Advising actually happens “via the grapevine” ...following up with individuals or departments on 
what has been learned and trying to determine if there are different ways of doing things

 “So a lot of what actually advising is and has developed as at UCT is absolutely driven by available resources and 
problems of scale and volume.”

 There is a lot of repetition and redundancy in the system
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The careers service reports that their practice is to support students with information and context and to help them to take whatever the next step is for themmain aim is for students to take responsibility for their own decisions….this aligns with empowering student learning and development but is this a common concept around the faculties



RESPONSIBILITY SHARED BETWEEN THE ADVISOR AND ADVISEE?

 The Faculty Handbook is the ultimate sources of the rules. But they are notoriously impenetrable documents. 

 There is no explicit work done to explain this relationship/shared responsibility to students
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Because much of the advising is around curriculum and the rules of graduation the main advising resource is the faculty handbook. This document is seen as impenetrable sometimes even for advisors and so it is difficult for students to take the initiative or reposnsibility here. One faculty has created a pocket guidebook and generated some faculty and course vsidoes to help sdtuents but this is only 1 of 6.



MAXIMISES STUDENT POTENTIAL WITH CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 
AND SHARING INFORMATION?

 Advisors may not feel equipped to deal with issues beyond curriculum. Advisors are asked to help with non 
curriculum issues as much as possible but to refer students according to other needs

 No formal training, one meeting with Dep Dean during which advising role explained.

 No formal training. Before you become convenor, you are a lecturer and a type of sub-convenor. You learn on the 
job. Large courses, lecturers work in teams under convenor.
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Not unexpected given this state of play that it is unlikely that advsiors have the time or training to be able to acgieve this loft aim



CONCLUSION:  WHY SHOULD WE BE PAYING ATTENTION?

The vision for Academic Advising at UCT is to:

 Develop a stakeholder-informed strategy to develop Academic Advising at UCT as a high impact practice for the 
promotion of student success.

 Design Academic Advising as a high impact teaching and learning practice

 Design Academic Advising as a researchable practice that  can contributes significantly to the national 
conversation
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a streamlined and integrated advising system will allow for increased ease of navigation for thestudent and will allow the university to more readily monitor and report on the impact of thisstrand of its teaching and learning strategy. A new vision for AA at UCT is that it will be aservice in support of student success helping students overcome obstacles on their path tograduation and also help promote a transformative institutional culture by developing,implementing and disseminating advising strategies that foster equity of access andoutcomes. This system needs to be responsive to the academic needs of current and futurestudents and to the requirements of the University.



RECOMMENDATIONS:
THERE IS A LOT OF WORK THAT NEEDS TO BE DONE

 Invest more (time, money and resources) in staff 
training around advising and encouraging staff to 
participate

 Centralize some services

 Greater use of technology

 More engagement with students about advising

 Implement and use monitoring and evaluation systems

 Thought needs to be given as to how to recognise 
and/or compensate the work of faculty advisors OR 
fundamentally change the model

(Achieving the Dream, 2017)
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